
 The “snowflake generation”? Why do journalists, educators and employers refer to our youngest generation in America as the 

“snowflake generation”? Because so many of these kids have been raised in a delicate, soft environment, protected from life’s harsh 

realities and responsibilities to the point that some have been coddled, or protected with “bubble wrap”. 

 It has been reported that the term “snowflake” has been used to refer to children raised by their parents in ways that give them 

an inflated sense of their own uniqueness, originating from the 1996 novel Fight Club. Initially this term was considered slang, but 

was recognized as one of Collins Dictionary’s 2016 words of the year. Collins definition states, “the young adults of the 2010’s, 

viewed as being less resilient and more prone to taking offence than previous generations”. 

 How and why did these “snowflakes” appear?  The following possible reasons have been identified: 

 Helicopter Parents:  Since 2002, parents have been hovering over their children insuring they get all the benefits they 

deserve. Parenting styles began to shift more than thirty years ago. Moms and dads became preoccupied with the safety and self-

esteem of their kids. Culture eventually began to reflect their sentiments: “Baby on Board” signs in vehicles, diaper-changing tables in 

public restrooms and an increase in child safety rules. Dr. Elmore shares that he was aware of parents who did their child’s homework 

and who joined their graduate at his first job interview! 

 Participation Ribbons and Trophies:  Youth sports leagues began celebrating participation more than winning. Adults felt that 

most kids would not experience winning a championship, therefore, average players should be rewarded in some way. Take a moment 

to check out recognitions received by your own child – trophies, ribbons and medals might be visible even though a first place win has 

not been accomplished. This generation has fostered an expectation of rewards just for showing up. 

 Grade Inflation:  In the 1960’s, the average grade given was a C. Why? Because C means average. Today, the average grade 

is an A. Many adults fear students cannot handle the harsh reality of a C.  Dr. Elmore reports findings in one school district where 

faculty were not allowed to use red ink when grading papers as it was too harsh. Teaching faculty also reported they were not 

permitted to use the word “no” because it was too negative. Students grades have been on the rise for over forty years – not because 

they are smarter than children decades ago, but because grades have been inflated by some schools. 

 Virtual Realities and Prescribed Activity:  Many teens do not work jobs today due to the high demands of music recitals, 

practices and games, all supervised and prescribed by adults. While these activities can begin to cultivate discipline, they are still 

virtual realities, only a facsimile of the real world. If the teen wants to do something that actually matters, adults feel the need for a 

supervised program that emulates the real world. It’s all controlled by adults, which fosters dependency and reduces ownership. 

 Technology and the Media:  Portable devices and social media have taken over in the past 20 years. Kids today easily 

become jealous of friends after seeing their social media posts of the latest cell phone, and branded clothing and shoes. Entitlement 

and materialism usually walk hand in hand. 

 Safe Places in College:  Students entering college often seek safe places, free from opposition or harsh feedback. Even if their 

views are right, the answer isn’t always to remove opposition, but to know how to handle it. 

 So Who’s to Blame?:  Too often, these “snowflakes” are products of our own making. Parents, teachers and other adults 

forgot that raising children is not just about protecting but preparing. We removed the consequences of poor decisions and don’t let 

them fail, praising the wrong qualities in them. Dr. Elmore states, “We risked too little, we rescued too quickly and we raved too 

easily.” In a five-year period between 2010 and 2014, somewhere between 60 to 80 percent of youth returned home after their college 

experience. A study in 2010 revealed that a full one third of all American males between the ages of 22 to 34 still lived at home with 

their parents. The guys usually return home with no plan at all except a video game (not a reality of life). Mom is far too ready to 

cook, clean and cater to them. 

 Building Snowmen from the Snowflakes takes:  Grit and Gravity, Control and Hope, Belief and Reality. 

 Grit and Gravity:  Zero gravity environments cause muscles to atrophy. We learned this from NASA over fifty years ago. 

Astronauts in space had to perform exercises to prevent them from becoming weak in a space capsule that had no push or pull from 

gravity.  

 When adults remove the “gravity” (the push or pull that stretches people), our young will be unable to do tasks that past 

generations of young adults were able to do. Strength comes with stretching. Grit grows with gravity. As their leaders, we must 

introduce (or allow) gravity to take effect, knowing it’s a positive and essential element of their growth. Learning to pay bills, 

assuming responsibility for tasks, negotiating projects with both teachers and employers cannot be learned on a screen or with a 

lecture. It requires action. Growing up works like riding a bike. You must do it yourself. Kids begin with a tricycle and then a bike 

with training wheels. But eventually, the training wheels must come off, or embarrassment will prevail. Like teaching a child to ride a 

bike, our leadership must offer a balance between support and letting go. 



 Today, our young will only cultivate grit when they are forced to be resourceful. Psychologist Angela Duckworth says that 

grit comes when students must reach down and find a way to achieve something on their own. The more resources we give them, the 

less resourceful they tend to become. Further, research tells us we must encourage them to stick with a commitment for at least two 

years to see lasting results. 

 Control and Hope:  In experiments with adolescent rats, psychologists discovered what they later called, “learned 

helplessness.” Studies verified that rats stop pulling a lever to get food when nothing happens. The same response occurs with humans 

when participants pursue a certain goal. When nothing happens for a period of time, they conclude the goal is out of their control and 

they stop trying. According to Dr. Elmore, too often, our youth give up due to “learned helplessness.” It’s all about control. Studies 

reveal that when the activities in their day are controlled by adults (and not in their control), both their angst and hopelessness rise. 

The more we govern and prescribe the agenda, the less they feel hopeful and the more they feel helpless. 

 Learned helplessness promotes irresponsibility. Kids feel little responsibility to work because it’s “not up to them.” Elmore 

believes most middle class students assume that if they make a mistake, some adult will swoop in and rescue them. While this may 

feel good, it hinders development. Feeling that outcomes are in their control gives them a greater sense of hope and ownership. 

 Established generations must slowly encourage and even insist on giving them control of the “agenda.” This is the only way 

to build ownership, engagement and responsibility. It requires trust and flexibility, since young people may not perform to our 

standards. We must decide what we want most:  perfection or growth. 

 Belief and Reality:  Dr. Elmore wonders what message it sends a student when the adults in his life continue to swoop in and 

save him whenever something goes wrong? While it may feel good at first, it communicates:  “We don’t think you have it in you to 

solve this problem. You need an adult to help you.” Consequently, these young people don’t feel like adults themselves until 

somewhere between ages 26-29. They can remain on their parents’ insurance policy until age 26. In one survey, young adults reported 

they believe adult-life begins with “having their first child.” Today, this doesn’t happen until long after 18 years old. So while we give 

them the right to vote, they may have no concept of reality. Rights without responsibilities creates virtual adults and often, spoiled 

brats. 

 As Dr. Elmore mentioned earlier, adults have filled our kids’ lives with artificial experiences. Young people may try to act 

like real adults, but we’ve not trusted them to take on something genuinely important – something that has high stakes. And they’ve 

gotten the message loud and clear:  You are just a child. You don’t know any better. You need help. You’re not an adult. 

 Dr. Elmore’s research shows that when an adult is both supportive and demanding, it accomplishes something amazing. A 

young recipient begins to believe in themselves, because their parent or employer believed in them first. And that belief is displayed 

by offering real-life experiences to the young person, that communicates: “I believe in you and your ability to handle this 

opportunity.” It’s all about great expectations. One experiment found that a specific type of feedback given to young teens increased 

the students’ efforts between 40 and 300 percent. What was the feedback? It was simply:  “I am giving you these comments because I 

have high expectations of you, and I know you can reach them.” So the next time you owe some feedback to a young person, ask 

yourself:  Are the remarks I am about to make communicating belief in them? 

 As an end result, Dr. Elmore determines that we created the snowflakes. It’s now our job to build snowmen! 

 Contact your local Twin Creeks Extension District office in Norton, Decatur or Sheridan counties to take advantage of the 

benefits of participating as a 4-H member that stresses positive youth development. #TrueLeaders; #4-HGrowsHere. 

 Information in this article has been adapted from Dr. Tim Elmore, founder of Growing Leaders. 
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